


THE DUMP TRAILER WITH GET-UP-AND-GO BENEFITS OF THE RB3000 TRAILER SERIES

The Equipter® RB3000 trailer is unique unlike any other dump trailer on the market. It can 
drive itself around the work site! It has its own engine and drive system, so say goodbye 
to driving your truck and trailer around the job site and say hello to a lightweight, self-
propelled durable dump trailer. The places you’d never drag a dump trailer are no big deal 
for the Equipter® RB3000 trailer.

The Equipter® RB3000 trailer is self-propelled, compact, dumpable, and made to tow. Now 
you’re able to get into those tight corners and still be in control of your debris. No matter 
what industry, whether construction, landscaping, or roofing, this piece of equipment is 
versatile enough to boost sales, increase productivity, and decrease clean up time.



DRIVABLE
The RB3000 trailer is self-propelled 

with a gasoline powered hydraulic 
system, large tires with exceptional 
traction, a tight turning radius, and 

evenly distributed weight so you won’t 
leave marks on customers’ lawns. 

DUMPABLE
With the rear stabilizers providing 
support, you can dump materials 

anywhere the RB3000 trailer can go. 
The tailgate is hinged at the bottom 

so you can dump on a big pile or 
easily spread materials.  

CONTAINER

The RB3000’s container was 
designed and built to be lightweight 
and durable. The aluminum container 

is rust proof, will withstand the 
rigors of job sites, and lightweight to 

transport. 

STABILIZERS

The RB3000 trailer has two 
independently operated stabilizers, 
so that you can safely operate the 

equipment on uneven ground. 

3.7 CU. YD. 

RB3000 FEATURES



DRIVE SYSTEM

Driving around the job site is simple. 
With its hydrostatic drive system 

powered by a 13 horsepower Honda 
engine, it’ll take you where you want 

to go, along with all the debris.

PRECISE TURNING

Get to those hard-to-reach places 
with precise turning, thanks to the 6 
foot design of the RB3000 trailer. 

Towing the R3000 trailer is simplified, 
because the front wheels lift and the 
drive axle automatically disengages. 

The RB3000 trailer comes equipped 
with wide tires that are designed to 
prevent making tracks on lawns and 

landscapes. 

WIDE TIRES

WHEEL LIFT



RB3000 SPECIFICATIONS
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT

TRAILER TARE WEIGHT

TONGUE WEIGHT (empty)

TRAILER CAPACITY

CONTAINER S IZE ( ins ide)

ENGINE SPECS

OVERALL WIDTH

OVERALL HE IGHT

OVERALL LENGTH

7,500 lbs.

2,760 lbs.

400 lbs.

4,740 lbs.

3.78 cubic yards

13 hp.

6 ft. 2 in.

5 ft. 10 in.

13 ft. 3 in.



OUR H ISTORY

Aaron Beiler founded Equipter® after 15 years of running a successful residential roofing busi-
ness. While working in the roofing industry, Aaron and his sons were always looking to increase 
profits and efficiency. They recognized that the key to this was debris removal and began creat-
ing innovative equipment to improve debris management.

Since 2004 Equipter® has continued to evolve and innovate, and we now have a line of products 
that help business owners in a variety of industries.

OUR MOTIVATION

Innovation drives us. That’s been true since day one. Equipter® began when Aaron, with help 
from his family, developed a vision for a new way to work, one that would revolutionize debris 
management. 

Quality sustains us. We started as a roofing replacement business, so we understand firsthand 
that contractors need equipment as tough as their crews. Every Equipter® product is engineered 
and manufactured to withstand daily wear-and-tear on the job site. 

Relationships guide us. Since 2004, our team has worked hard to build long-term relationships 
based on respect and mutual trust. We enjoy personal relationships with our customers and 
business partners. 



Contact us for details regarding pricing, 
rental options, and industry applications.

855.378.4783
RB3000.equipter.com sales@equipter.com
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